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T he analysis of the various details of business operation has almost always led to the development of better
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K EY S T O IN TE R NA L CO NT RO L O F CO ST S
subject of this talk clearly indicates that, for those who
T HE
may be functioning in the typical line staff organization of the
progressive industrial enterprise of today, keys must be adopted
for internal control of costs. In this talk, an earnest attempt will
be made to present material which will at least be thought provoking. Such will include some of the modern practices in use by
some of our largest representative industrials, through information and data obtained when making industrial surveys. It would
be difficult to bring out all of the detailed features of each subject,
but in a brief way certain definite outlines will be submitted, which
it is hoped will be of some benefit.
In this period of competition, the average manager is being confronted with many various problems which are essential to the fulfillment of his duties as an executive. He is not only forced to do
his best to obtain a profit on his efforts, but particularly on the investment in the business. In order to create an industrial profit,
it is certain that not only the investment but principally the effort
should be expended in the right direction. Again, the diversified
growth of industrial enterprises throughout the country has been
very rapid. Many important processes and methods of fabrication and operation are being continually introduced which in all
has brought about severe and keen competition. Therefore, it is
becoming almost impossible to maintain a business of any size
which may depend upon, and be controlled by, the entire intuitive
faculties of a single individual.
The successful manager has found it essential to surround himself with a line staff of organization. Upon the assembling of such
an organization, with its various departmental units, it then becomes necessary for the manager to step into the controlling seat
and operate the unit in a well - balanced manner. A manager must
have internal control, which can be accomplished only through cooperation, co- ordination and correlation, and also through comprehensive planning, which is necessary to obtain efficient administration. The purpose is to obtain the greatest results possible, at
minimum cost, and thereby establish and reap a fair profit.
In order that a manager may control the operation of an in165
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dustry successfully, he must be presented with "keys" which will
enable him to know the combined capacity of the assembled units.
For instance, in the vernacular of the automobile, he must know
the highways of business and their limitations; when to advance or
retard operations; the opportunity to take the upward curves on
high and to add a fourth gear if necessary for greater progress;
to throw into low or drop into neutral on the downward trends;
the amount of his liquid assets to carry him on his venture; the
energy stored in manpower; when or when not to inflate or deflate
his inventories; the endurance of his fixed assets; the current liabilities with which he may be confronted, and the fixed liabilities
which may cause him to detour to obtain smoother roads by the
adoption of reconstructed capital. He cannot travel in the dark
without headlights to forecast, and the windshield must be clear
so as not to obstruct comprehensive vision.
Perhaps the best and only way of measurement of accomplishment is by the use of facts and their proper interpretation. Incidentally, if the cost accountant is unable to interpret, or properly
present industrial facts to management, he is lost.
In carrying out the subject of this talk, let us take a trip to a
typical industrial plant, where a wide and varied line of products
is produced and sold on a national basis. We are requested to
make a complete survey of the business for the purpose of making
it profitable or to increase the present profits.

BALANCE SHEET
The survey should first start with an analysis of the balance
sheet. As you all know, the balance sheet presents the final picture of the activities of the business and therefore becomes an important key. There are many valuable established ratios which can
be readily used for balance sheet analysis and which fall within
the scope of general accounting. A constant use and analysis of
such ratios, inclusive of prior year comparisons, will generally offer
an opportunity for reconstruction.

PROFIT AND Loss STATEMENT
From the balance sheet we then go to the profit and loss statement, which indicates the result of current operations. This statement generally presents sales; cost of sales; that is, material, labor
166
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and overhead; gross profit; administration and selling expenses;
corporation costs and revenues and finally net profit.
Perhaps the quickest means of interpreting the profit and loss
statement is to determine the percentage ratio to sales, at ioo per
cent. of each item involved. Ratios might possibly be immediately
found which will be entirely out of line, in comparison to other
similar industries, and require urgent attention and adjustment.
Do not depend upon summarized or consolidated profit and loss
statements to assist you. If entirely distinctive products are manufactured and sold, it is well to establish classified product profit and
loss statements, in order to bring out the weakest or strongest units
in the quickest way, and thereby create a more adequate means for
adjustment. It might be stated, that in our own business, actual
monthly profit and loss statements have been developed by class of
product, which represents approximately 21 monthly product statements of the business, exclusive of the final summarized statement.
Although considerable work is involved, it has proven to be well
worth the effort, as it enables the Management to immediately
adjust or expend effort on product groups, if any, which are apt to
be unprofitable ones. Naturally, definite product classification is
not only important for financial purposes, but principally for
proper analysis and control of fabrication and sales. Product
classification should be definite and alike for both the sales and
manufacturing departments, as in this manner facts may be developed for comparison throughout the entire operations.
As the profit and loss statement contains all of the initial keys
which affect internal control, we will first consider that they have
been adapted to or set up in co- ordination with budgetary control.
BUDGETS
It is believed that in order for a business of any size to reach the
desired goals, it must be fortified by a well planned budget. Practically all progressive industries are now working on a budget plan.
It is what might be termed a standard goal of performance, being
set up on the basis of past performance, plus forecasted and economical adjustment.
Co- ordination is an important feature, as without it the budget
will lose its way. The items which are essential for the proper coordination of a budget plan may be summarized as follows:
167
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i. A careful estimate of sales, both in units and dollars, based
on previous years' performance, tempered by immediate business
status.
2. Scheduling and maintaining production to keep within the
sales estimates.
3. Establishment of standards of labor, tempered by most recent
perf ormance.
4. Careful gauging of materials specifications and requirements.
5. Careful analysis of minimum, normal and maximum product
capacities, with limits set for auxiliary services such as power,
maintenance and delivery.
6. Provision of funds to meet prospective sales and production
programs.
7. Methods for checking and revising standards according to
performance.
8. Predetermination of profits or losses.
In working out the methods and procedures to be used in the
preparation and installation of a budget, it is naturally necessary
for each company to consider its policies, its organization and its
personnel. It is found that an annual budget not only creates
better standards and goals, but is also easier to set up and control.
Any concern can very readily split an annual budget into six -month
periods, quarters, or even months, if conditions demand such a
picture. That is, the annual budget should be flexible enough so
that it can be readily adjusted to meet any conditions which may
arise from month to month.
It might be mentioned, that at the present time, our company has
a complete forecasted profit and loss budget for the entire year of
1928, both monthly and accumulative. Each item of the profit and
loss statement is budgeted in detail, including breakdowns of all
items, inclusive of monthly inventory increase or decrease, to each
of the various classes of products, as heretofore mentioned. The
results of the last year's performance with the budget were from
within a minimum of .27o' to 4.57fo of the budget program throughout the entire line of control. Such an experience was convincing
enough to prove to the management that budgets offer opportunities to set goals and then go after them.
168
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In order for a budget to function properly, a budget committee
should actively perform and train the various heads and principally, let them know that their link of the budget must not break
as otherwise the plan would be unsuccessful. In our own industry
we have a budget committee composed of five people; that is, the
general manager, sales manager, factory manager, production
manager and comptroller.
As a last word on budgets, do not forget that their creation and
performance is also vital from a banking standpoint, as it enables
the industry to present an entire picture of their program, which is
often essential for proper financing.
SALES
The distribution problem really heads the list as to importance
of control. Without sales a plant would necessarily close down or
else create inventories without profit. Why cost accountants, engineers or industrialists have evaded the problem for so many
years is unknown, but at the present time it should be one of our
greatest tasks.
The keen competition of today has forced business and its executives to interpret their distribution problems by facts. Distribution potentialities and costs must be known in order that the
market may be properly pictured.
In the first place, the sales department should know the
minimum, normal and maximum volume which the plant can produce for them to market. This subject of capacity will be treated
later.
Upon determination of these capacities, distribution must be
then found in either local markets; within definite zones; total
domestic territory; export territory; or perhaps national territory.
Assuming that we are making a study of a national business, territorial zones should be set up by states or literate population, upon which the markets will be determined. After completing the
territorial set up, salesmen must be placed to the best advantage
and branches created if necessary, in order to obtain the results
desired. From this setup, facts must be developed which will indicate the activities of territories, consumers and salesmen, as
without these facts we are not controlling distribution.
Perhaps all of the large companies of today, including many of
169
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the small ones, are tabulating all of these distribution facts by the
use of punch card accounting methods, which offer both speed and
flexibility. Some of the important facts which have been developed on machines in the past year by our own company including
set up of codes, territories, and other data, are as follows: Daily
corporation sales by product class in dollars; monthly turnover
sales, by product class in dollars; state sales by product class in
dollars; territorial and branch sales in both units and dollars; sales
to customers by dollars and actual units; and particularly a unit
distribution analysis which indicates the distribution of each unit by
customer in units and dollars, which has been found to be of great
aid for sales promotion work.
Upon completion of these statistics, a base is created, upon which
development of product sales and distribution costs can be readly
made. Perhaps it will be found that the scope of distribution is
too wide and varied, and that in order to make a profit, it should
be cut down to a smaller scale; that is, branches, territories or
salesmen may be operating on an entirely unprofitable basis which
would be found by the use of actual costs of distribution.
The subject of elimination of waste in distribution now enters
into the picture. This item is so enormous in character that it
would be almost impossible to present all of the keys to its source
at the present time. However, it is believed, that by entering into
a study of this problem we will have headed in the proper direction
to meet the present demand.
Consider a company selling a national product, having total net
sales of twenty million dollars. The following amounts will be
expended with perhaps the one thought only, viz., that of obtaining sales volume without knowledge of what it actually costs to
sell and advertise classified products in definite territories.
The statement might read:
Net Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i00%

$20,000,000.00

Selling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Administrative . . . . . . . . . . .

10%

2,000,000.00

1570
5%

3,000,000.00

Total Expenses . . . . . . . . . . .

30 7o
'

$6,000,000.00
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In many cases these expenditures have been increased so radically that the net profit has become almost extinguished. Considering that a fair gross profit is obtainable but that it is being annihilated by these specific items, is it any wonder that we have
reached the stage of eliminating waste in distribution through
proper surveys and analysis?
In making sales industrial surveys some of the studies which we
have used have been as follows: The character of the product —Is
it a necessity or a luxury, or is it a staple or a specialty? Is it being marketed in standard lines, special or both? Is the variety too
great or should standardization take place? Has there been ineffective workmanship, followed by inadequate inspection, which
has caused cancellation or return of the product? What are the
present uses of the products or their marketing ability? Could
new uses be developed to create larger demand? Are new products being developed to assist in eliminating the burden, or have
by- products received any consideration? What are the types of
the product produced by competitors? Is the designing and engineering department capable, creative and aggressive, and are
any accomplishments being made in research work?
Select and analyze any one of these questions for yourself.
Through keen analysis do you not see the possibilities of eliminating waste in distribution? Take the rubber tire manufacturers and
you will find that they have adopted such by- products as rubber
heels, soles, gaskets, accessories, etc., to fill in the gap. Consider
the seasonal business; such as the tire chain manufacturer, who
fills in the summer gap with dredge, coil or fixture chain. Again,
the manufacturer of radiators and heaters who fills in the seasonal
gap by manufacturing refrigerators or parts. Synchronization of
products both in the plant and territory must tape an important
part in the elimination of waste in distribution.
The character and ability of the product can best be measured
by the consumers' demand. Acquire the sales data of the past five
or ten years and analyze them thoroughly in a classified manner.
Has the company received its share of the normal business growth
of the country? What have the sales of the largest competitors
been? Have we received our share? The number of potential
consumers; the average sales of the company per consumer. Seg171
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regate the sales of each product by territory, branch, distributor.
Market analysis, present, future, anticipated, new markets. Territorial location of plant to market. Determination of the cost of
selling in the various territories and maintenance of branches, both
domestic and foreign?
The reason that all of these illustrations have been submitted to
you is to give you an idea of the modern methods being employed
by some of our largest or most progressive industries in the country, who are bound to survive and obtain sales under keen competition.
Distribution costs should be developed and segregated to cover
the cost of selling in the various markets, both domestic and foreign, maintenance of branches or any other items that come under
the heading of distribution. It might be mentioned at this point
that our own company is at the present time segregating the export
shipments and separately costing them out, including distinctive
and separate selling and administration expense accounts, so that
we have an actual picture of our foreign business, including its
sales allocation not only to foreign branches but also direct to countries and customers, by class and unit of product.
Let us compare two branches, and arbitrarily estimate that they
are spending $15, 000 annually in expenses on a general accounting
basis without the use of distribution costs. The sales of the first
branch total $200 ,000 per year, and the second $1 50 ,0 00 per
year. At first glance, the management would readily picture that
the cost of selling in the first branch was only 7 . 5 % , while in the
second branch it was 1070. However, other factors were not being
considered. Upon analyzing the activities of these two branches,
it was found that the territories and consumers of the first branch,
selling $2 00 ,0 00 per year, were five times greater than the second
branch. It was also found that the sales of the first branch were
being attained with little or no selling effort and that a large portion of the salesman's time was idle or being wasted. It was not
a case of the first territory being not suited to the product or being
more competitive. The second branch had been using their best
effort to obtain maximum sales per consumer, although upon analysis it was found that they had little or no information in regard
to the product and that their salesmen lacked proper training. The
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control of relative distribution costs in this instance would have
greatly contributed facts towards improvement.
The average industrial plant of today spends considerable time
and money in training its factory men until they become skilled
laborers. The selling organization advertises for trained salesmen
and expects that, after two weeks' training, such as going through
the plant, offiices, etc., the man is ready to go into the field on an
entirely new product venture. The result in most cases is that
only one -fourth of such salesmen are successful, or remain with
the company after two months' time, and that losses are suffered
in many ways.
Closer supervision of salesmen, accurate daily salesmen's reports, sales manuals, zoning of territories, predetermined route
plans, and other modern means are helpful. It is therefore left to
the executive and progressive cost accountant to assist in developing such facts and data.
In a recent survey, an investigation of the branches in
state
of a large national concern, including their costs, consumers, etc.,
proved that three out of six branches could be closed at a great
saving. The cost of these branches was not only eliminated, but
the managers were forced to become active salesmen, going out by
themselves, or furthermore, often assisting in closing their crew's
prospects which actually resulted in increased sales in the territory.
Again, it was found, in making a product analysis survey of a
company, that they produced 126 brands of a definite article to
meet the demands, or practically whims, of the salesmen and sales
department. Upon analyzing these sales, it was found that 13
brands out of the 126 contributed 9276 of the sales. Unfortunately
the company was losing money every time it attempted to produce
inventory and sell the remaining 113 articles and eventually they
were abandoned without having any serious effect upon the trade
whatever.
ADVERTISING

in

Advertising has become a national medium for obtaining sales
and in most cases becomes the backbone of the salesmen. But,
millions of dollars are being spent annually with little or no statismost instances as to the direct retical knowledge developed
173
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turn. Territorial circulation of some of our largest periodicals is
developed and available, but on the other hand what does circulation me an in one ins tance when the re is no d ema nd for such; and
in the second instance, when it is far beyond the demand. Fu rt he rmore, it is almost valueless without the proper i.,esentation.
Competition, freight rates, seasonal locality or d ema n d in one
instance could change national cir culation to groups of local periodicals. Local per iod icals mi ght be foun d t o p rod uce l itt le or no
results for the particular case, while greater benefits might be derived by sh ift in g t o gre a te r newspaper advertising. Newspaper
advertising might be eliminated by the use of pamphlets, blotters,
booklets, window displays, etc. In all, distribution costs of advertising, including the territory, consumer and the possible use of the
product must be considered to eliminate misplaced advertising.
Corrected presentation through proper mediums in many instances
has accomplished economy.
An actual instance can be presented to you in the case of an old
established concern selling home appliances in a local territory.
Upon making an analysis of their advertising expenditures, it was
found that they covered 48 local periodicals, weekly and monthly,
and four daily newspapers intermittently dur ing the month.
7070 of the a dvert isin g exp endi ture was in pe riod icals and 30%
in newspapers. Here tofore the company had always advertised
in a ge nera l way t hei r na me and mer ely tha t th ey were ma rket ing
household goods. As a result of the survey, the 48 periodicals
were reduced to 7, and the newspaper advertising increased, resulting in a net reduction of 2 5 % in the total expenditure. In t he r evised newspaper advertising, a weekly campaign was instituted in
the four papers, advertising four days of the week, and as a starter,
headlining one product for e a ch we e k . A ten -day result of the
first campaign on this new b asi s is comp are d as follows, in pr e senting th e sales da ta on one particular product:
Total sales for ye a r of 1923

it

it

tt

tt

It

it

it

tt

1924

it

It

19�� 5

"

it " first to days
of campaign in 1926
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38 uni ts

78

"

151

"

192

"
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The sales of the other articles were in no way curtailed by this
campaign, but were considerably increased through the bringing of
customers to the store.
The great trouble with this subject is that large scale advertising
is planned, developed, produced and expended from the central
office without having sufficient or any predetermined knowledge of
the potentialities of the territory it is being placed in and the particular consumer it is being created for. Seasonal advertising and
its proper placement is vitally essential.
In our present cost methods, products are manufactured and
costed and subsequently placed in inventory until they are sold and
become part of the sales. Similarly advertising expenditures can
be made, segregated territorially and placed in inventory or reserve
similar to manufacturing costs. The territorial sales could then
be charged with the direct amount of advertising allocated to the
territory. As it is now, the cost of advertising is prorated on a
dollar sale basis. For instance, $io, 000 worth of sales was found
in one territory where it was being charged 15% or $i,5oo for
advertising, while the actual cost in this particular territory had
been $8,000 for advertising. Naturally this territory would show
a consistent loss rather than a profit through advertising.
RETURNS AND ALLOWANCES
In making many surveys returns and allowances against sales
have been found to be extremely high, but in most cases they are
generally charged as a deduction against gross sales and forgotten,
the exact cause being unknown. In a recent case it was discovered
that io% of the sales were being returned. Upon analysis, it was
found that faulty design was part of the cause, while high pressure
salesmanship to incapable customers and poor credit department
procedure was the other. Such a condition not only cost the company the salesman's time, delivery expense, etc., but also the general overhead which if properly computed against these deductions
would be staggering and which in the end seriously reduced net
profit.
Service costs or losses in many instances are unusual and
although they may be found to be due to faulty design of the product, in many cases the sales department is to blame. Unusual
service promises made by salesmen which are not in accordance
175
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with the policies of the company; excessive traveling and gratuities
in maintaining service; and many other similar items are unnecessarily caused and charged against service and income from sales.
There is generally considerable opportunity for analysis and waste
elimination of this item.
It may be interesting for you to know that our company has recently studied this particular item by the adoption of tabulating
methods, whereby a monthly report is produced, indicating the
merchandise returns in dollars by class of product, and segregated
as to a definite coded reason for return. That is, under the Sales
Department such reasons as policies, consignments, prices, competition, etc.; under inspection, kind of defection or specification
reason, etc., and many other reasons which we have developed,
such as errors in orders, customers' fault, surplus stock, etc. This
analysis is also set up by product and reason, by number of jobs
returned and also the money value of merchandise returned by
district. We have found that these reports offer considerable advantage in assisting us to keep our returns and allowances down
to a minimum.

Jo

PLANT CAPACITY
Now that we have commented on the sales end of the business,
including both selling and advertising expenditures, it is believed
that it would be well to take you into a study of plant capacity,
which should be an interesting problem to most of you.
It has been found in the making of many surveys that there are
very few industrial executives today who know their exact operating capacity and the average use given to such capacity. Again,
capacity should be developed in order that you may properly set
up your sales budget or program, and thereby determine whether
it is under or over capacity, or whether it will give little or no
use to your capacity. Were you to compute and set up the capacity
of your plant and then find that it was only being given approximately 4o7 of its usage, you would possibly be amazed. However,
such is true in many of our largest industries of today. Low usage
of capacity naturally causes high items of burden, such as depreciation, maintenance, light, heat, taxes, etc., which naturally handicaps earnings. Fortunately, many industrials have been revived
through the making of such an analysis. Oftentimes additional
176
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capital might have necessarily been required for the promotion of
sales or new products, or towards increasing the capacity of the
present plant and facilities.
Plant capacity can be readily computed and established by obtaining plant layouts, including buildings and their floor space; the
number of machines by type, indicating their particular uses and
operations (using operation sheets if available) ; the time consumed by various operations, whether by machine or labor; establishment of time standards, labor hours, productive hours, employees; which in all contribute towards the capacity of computation. A development of capacity will enable the cost accountant
to picture to management the volume necessary to break even, the
volume to produce a normal profit and the plant capacity. There
are probably very few of you here who have computed and know
actually the amount of business necessary for your company to
do annually in order to break even. Such an analysis will very
often indicate that many expenditures are fixed and therefore will
not become affected by an increase or decrease in volume. It is
interesting to present to your company the effect of various increases in sales volume, such as, for instance, that a 15% increase
in sales would enable the company to increase their profits 5o°foYou can readily develop these statements on a sliding scale or sales
until you have reached the capacity of the combined products, continually presenting the effect upon profits. It might be mentioned
that profit and loss statements are often set up from the bottom,
i.e. from the goal that is desired and thence worked through expenses to the top item or required sales.
MATERIAL
The study of material is important as to proper specifications
followed by purchases from the right sources. In going over
specifications it is often found that large varieties may be reduced
to standards. Such a correction will thereby reduce inventory,
and offer an opportunity to purchase similar units in larger quantities, at consequent lowered prices or costs. Purchases of many
concerns have been scheduled so that their raw material inventory
has been reduced and maintained at a minimum by making a contract at a definite price on the basis of the budget, so that deliveries
can be made on a regular scheduled basis. Such a plan has enabled
177
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our own company to reduce their raw material inventory by approximately 7o7fo.
It might be interesting to tell you of a material and investment
saving which was accomplished for a larger concern. This particular concern manufactured matches which are made from
"match- blocks." The company shipped its timber for these blocks
in log form from timber tracts in the Far West to plants scattered
throughout the country, principally in the East. The logs were
then cut into the usual "match - blocks" at each plant which required special buildings and equipment. To take the place of this
process not only buildings, but multiple saw units instead of single,
which greatly increased the capacity, were installed at the timber
tracts. The logs were cut and shipped in completed block form to
each plant. This new process enabled centralized increased production at an unusual reduction in cost, and the log waste, which
was approximately 30%, was eliminated, which naturally created
large transportation savings.
The location of an industry is either determined by its source
of raw material, or by its market, consideration being given to
transportation costs in order that they may not be excessive. Some
concerns have found it profitable to establish and own a nearby
raw material source, while others are decentralizing their manufacturing units or assembly plants throughout the country. Rather
than expand the present fabrication unit, erection in new territories
is often found desirable in order to create savings.
Expense materials should be controlled, as they are generally
used by maintenance people, who, if not properly supervised, will
make various expenditures at random which are not entirely necessary. Maintenance of machines which are worn out is often
more costly than replacement by new machines. Again, where
excessive machinery has been found, the maintenance on the old
machine has been eliminated by its abandonment and the use of
similar machines available. Maintenance standards, attached to
bonus plans, will greatly assist in controlling and reducing material
and maintenance expenses.
LABOR

As labor is a large item of cost it cannot be overlooked from a
control standpoint. Adequate records must be set up so that man 178
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agement will not only have its direct and indirect labor by class of
product, but also be submitted with comparative weekly statements
if possible. The fact that the ratio of indirect labor to direct labor
may be constant is not any evidence of efficiency. Direct labor
may have increased some io% to 2 07o',without any reason for indirect labor having increased proportionately.
In our plant, the labor was formerly controlled and presented on
an arbitrary basis throughout the year. At the present time, it is
being presented on a monthly basis with proper accrual, so that we
may readily obtain better statistical monthly comparisons and more
accurate profit and loss statements. Again, we are preparing
weekly comparative labor data by class of product which can
readily be compiled on a 13 four -week period basis, or any other
way desirable. The weekly labor analysis is presented to the management on the same day the payroll is made, both direct and indirect. In this manner it is possible for the management to be able
to catch immediately any unusual increase or decrease, and at the
same time compare the actual with the weekly labor budget.
The fact that labor costs might be considered in any way as constant, cannot be used as evidence of progress. As a matter of fact
consistent labor studies will generally lead to lack of proper rates,
tools, process, materials, and many other items related to manufacturing. In one of our surveys, we found that a large automobile
manufacturer had had a very expensive battery of machines in his
plant for only a period of two months. Through an analysis it
was found that several cents of labor per product could be reduced
by the adoption of a different type of machine. Without any hesitancy, upon the completion of computations, the machines which
were then only two months old, were removed and replaced by
new machines. This instance is merely presented to emphasize to
you the necessity for competitive control of costs.
It might be mentioned that both our direct and indirect labor
are scheduled a year in advance by months. The direct labor is
scheduled to class of product, while the indirect labor is scheduled
to its proper classification; that is, direct as far as possible, and
indirect otherwise.
In our budget experience of 1927,t with approximately 3,000
employees, our total direct labor budget was within $16,000 of
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the actual labor expended for the entire year. This performance
was not by the waving of a wand or mystery, but simply by complete internal control of costs and continuous co- operation and
use of facts.

OVERHEAD

jo

Overhead is generally measured by its relation to direct labor.
As we all know, it includes expense materials and supplies, indirect
labor, heat, light, depreciation, taxes, insurance,' etc. Perhaps the
best way to study overhead is to obtain a standard normal rate
which would place the concern in a position to meet competition of
other similar industries or which would be as near as possible to
an obtained rate throughout the year. The expenditures which
would accumulate above or below this normal rate would be set up
in reserve as under or over - assumed overhead and charged to surplus at the end of the year. It might be found that the overhead
is excessive and cannot be carried; and therefore, in order to create
profits, sales should be increased or present articles abandoned and
replaced by a new line of products, which would cause sufficient
production to overcome this overhead. If portions of a plant are
found to be idle, such idle overhead should be set aside and not
allowed to become a handicap against active operating units. It is
well to rent buildings which are idle, if possible, and thereby contribute to the reduction of the under - assumed overhead.
Our present budget controls overhead both by indirect expense
and indirect labor, regardless of the normal overhead rate used,
although the difference in burden is forecasted in advance. This
budget control allows us to pick out the over and under items,
as they appear monthly and the results obtained through control
are surprising. It might be said that our control of overhead expenses for the year of 1927, running into several millions, was
within $2o, 000 of our overhead budget.
One particular item of overhead which is often found to be improperly handled or charged, is that of depreciation. Many surveys
have been made of this item not only for tax purposes, but also
for banking purposes or other operating reasons, in order that
rates might be properly established. It might be found that your
rates are entirely too high (if it is considered that the fixed assets
are being loo maintained), or that they might be too low. It is
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well to compare your rates with other standard rates used in similar
industries, having characteristic facilities. Many industries are
now presenting earnings before depreciation and it is found that its
treatment is quite often open to discussion.
PRODUCTION, PLANNING AND SCHEDULES

will

Proper co- ordination of sales and production is essential. One
of the best methods in use today is to have the sales department
not only prepare the sales budget in dollars, but to actually prepare
enable the
the sales budget on a unit basis. Such a unit basis
production department to plan what might be termed standard
production which will be normal throughout the year and which,
being without fluctuation, will be less costly.
If a company plans its production on an available order stock
balance basis, it will be found that both production and planning
costs are high. For instance, an average stock balance basis might
cause the inventory department to order 35,000 units, following
then with an order for 15,000 units, followed by 3,000 units. Such
a fluctuation would naturally severely jeopardize planning through=
out the entire plant, if all units were considered on the same basis.
In many cases the business is seasonal and the company is found
to be operating on a low production basis during the first six
months, followed by an increased production in the last six months.
Such a procedure causes high costs in the early period, rushes in
the final period, perhaps followed by large unfilled order balances
and high turnover of labor. It is often found more economical to
remove the entire fluctuation and place production on a normal
standard basis and thereby create inventories when seasons are
below normal. Such a procedure practically removes unfilled order
balances and often eliminates the loss of service and good -will
which in the latter case would be found to be very costly to the
business if any measurement could be made. The cost of maintaining seasonal inventory will generally be offset by the lowered
production, scheduling costs and other factors mentioned.
In our business it was surprising to find, by making a five -year
trend study in the preparation of the sales budget for 1927, that
the total sales volume was a seasonal one. Trends were plotted
on charts which practically indicated superimposed lines over a
five year period. A study was not only made of our total sales
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volume, but of each of the main classes of product, which also
showed their seasonal trends. These developed seasonal trends
were adopted and the results were quite interesting, in that the
actual lines were practically parallel to the budget lines. Naturally
any unusual changes in general conditions are taken into consideration in the forecast. Adjustments can then be made to these trends
and if properly studied, a standardized production can be readily
effected and maintained.

INVENTORIES

jo

Inventory is a situation in industry today which defies a casual
solution or control by management. High inventories are not only
costly to maintain, but often cause severe losses by lack of proper
control, followed by stagnation and obsolescence, which subsequently causes salvaging, and oftentimes the elimination of the
profits of many industries. There are many cases where inventory
can be reduced as much as 5o and still be adequate to meet the
demands of the business. Naturally such a reduction in inventory
not only reduces investment but generally reduces considerably the
labor requirement for stock control.
Unit inventory control should be strongly advocated; that is,
knowing definitely accurate amounts of raw materials and their
built -up values throughout the entire process to the finished stock
room. Although unit inventory control might be costly, the knowledge received presents genuine opportunities for saving. Where
many thousand units are being processed and definitely controlled
by point of process, the production on a unit of product can be
readily increased, decreased or stopped at any one of these points,
to meet any increase or decrease in sales volume. If such control
does not exist, the inventory may readily increase by itself and go
far beyond requirements. If point of process inventory is not controlled by actual value it should at least be controlled on a unit
basis. One of the most important facts brought out by process inventory control and records is the occurrence of losses or shortages
at each production point which presents more accurate costs and
which often can be corrected, thereby increasing profits. Naturally
studies should be made of inventories to determine whether the
proper turnover is being made, not only of finished goods, but also
of goods in process; that is, the inventory must be judged by the
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ratio of the total dollar value to the amount of sales per year; by
the amount of finished stock to the sales per year; by the ratio of
process stock to sales per year, compared with the average time
of processing; by the ratio of raw materials to the annual consumption of raw materials.
It may be found that the beginning inventory is too low to be
readily adopted to the sales program, so that additional provision
should be made for an increase to the inventory balance.
In a survey made for a public utility company, where certain
definite parts were continually required for immediate service in
case of breakdown, it was found that their inventory amounted to
approximately $800,000. The purpose of the survey was to study
the character of the inventory and reduce it as much as possible,
by the adoption of inventory control. Proper specifications were
first established. It was then found that many equipments and
units were carried in many various types whereby a standardization could be readily adopted, and thus eliminate the character of a
hardware store from the inventory. The entire inventory was
symbolized so that control could be had by main class of product,
sub - class, or then by size.
A rotary index was created for this symbolized control, including tube card system. Tabulating punch card methods were adopted
and reports were presented whereby the inventory could be readily
watched monthly, weekly and daily. As a result of this control,
this company actually reduced its inventory to approximately
$350,000. It not only saved the investment due to such a reduction, but also saved by reduction of store room, clerks, and subsequent clerical force by the machine methods which were used for
the control.
If you will casually observe the published statements of some
of our largest industries, you will probably find that during the
past five years, their sales have increased continually as shown by
an upward curve, while their inventory has steadily decreased,
which must be the result of continuous analysis and control. From
a cost accounting standpoint, all possible available information on
inventory investment and control should be developed and presented to management.
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REPORTS

The proper presentation and interpretation of reports must be
established in order for the cost accountant and management to
obtain the best results. Perhaps many of us are preparing reports
which are not set up properly and do not give the proper facts to
management. Again, perhaps reports are neglected by either ourselves or management, a condition which does not allow them to
function properly. Reports should be given considerable thought
in their presentation in order that the facts may be well understood
and submitted as often as desirable. Reports of production, inventory, costs, profit and loss statements, balance sheets and all
others of such general nature should be submitted to the management as nearly as possible on the Loth of the month. Any later
date will cause these facts to be only historical and will not enable
the management to feel the pulse of their operations. If a manager obtains reports prior to this date, he is consequently able to
pick out the weak spots and thereby prevent further losses.
In our own business, we commenced in the year of I927 to prepare monthly profit and loss statements, that is, the inception and
inclusion of cost of sales and inventories took place. Although
it was at first a difficult task to even come within a month of the
time the reports should be given out, I am glad to say that for the
current month of March or even as far back as last September
our material, labor, overhead, cost of sales and inventories were
finished and presented by no later than the Ilth of the month.
In this particular month of March, our entire budget comparisons were completed and presented to the management on the
12th of March. We are not gaining on the problem whatsoever
by closing our books on the loth or 25th of the month. Every
item is carried through to the end of the calendar month, except
the billings of the last day, which have been eliminated, as a
thorough study proved that they amounted to little or nothing.

CONCLUSION
It is surprising to find that many members of industry today are
operating on an old time plan, with little or no knowledge of any
portion of their business. Consequently they are at a loss as to
why their business is not producing the profit which they obtained
years ago without keen competition.
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A cost accountant is in reality a salesman. It is found that one
of the most difficult obstacles which confronts many of us is to be
able to sell, not only management but organization, modern ideas
and methods which will enable the company to create profits. We
must be persistent in our efforts to obtain a knowledge of the
business as a whole for its proper presentation to management. If
one is to carry on in the cost department alone and not cover the
business in general, he simply divorces himself from the other departments of the business and therefore not only handicaps himself but the business as well.
The field for increasing profits through cost control is unlimited,
and the opportunity presents itself to progressive individuals whose
services are required in industry. This statement is not over -estimated when it is found that faulty management is chiefly responsible for the waste in industry today and that others will quickly
act as co- partners in the defense of their mistakes.
Keys to internal control of costs should be developed by the cost
accountant for the use of management. In turn, industrial management should add these keys to its key -ring to use as pass keys
to the elimination of wastes.
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